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The Rams had one of the best defensive units in the league in However, their linebacking core
was one of their weak spots. Still, the team did find some promise in the making in Kenny
Young and Troy Reeder. Mainly used on special teams for the Bengals as a rookie, he slowly
eased into the defensive rotation slowly through the early part of his career. In , he was put into
full-time action where he automatically excelled, recording tackles. Curiously, that was not
enough production to be resigned, and he took on a one-year prove-it deal with the Los Angeles
Chargers. There, he recorded 29 tackles and two sacks. He can even contribute on special
teams. In his four years, he stepped onto over half of the 38 games played as the starter. The
most intriguing characteristic is his versatility. He has been used both on the outside and the
inside of the Saints defense. Unfortunately, he has dealt with injuries throughout his career.
However when healthy he produces. Not only does he provide consistent play, but he also
provides solid pass defense. And his versatility is undeniable. Anzalone would be a great
addition to the Rams linebacker room. He made the NFL practice squad circuit for two years.
Finally, in , Copeland signed a one-year deal with the Detroit Lions where he was primarily a
special teams contributor for the next two seasons. In , he suffered a torn pectoral muscle. His
best season was the following year when he signed with the Jets and recorded 35 tackles and
five sacks. Copeland signed with the Patriots in , however suffered a second torn pectoral
muscle that ended his season after five games. Yes, his stats are limited, however, his play is
consistent. The Rams can line him up anywhere on defense and he will get the job done. The
next two seasons combined, he recorded 34 tackles and 3. In , Correa was traded to the
Tennessee Titans where he had his best season as a pro, recording 37 tackles and five
quarterback sacks and played all 16 games. He also let his presence be felt in the post-season.
Last season he was a member of the Jacksonville Jaguars and recorded only nine tackles in
seven games. He can line up as an edge rusher and be used as a downhill backer. Correa would
be a very valuable chess piece for the Rams defense. Davis has been the starting middle
linebacker for his first three seasons since he was drafted. He was injured at the end of the
season and was placed on injured reserve due to injury to his knee and ankle. Could be a nice
option for clubs seeking a young, talented player. In four seasons, he had tallied tackles, Davis
is a true downhill linebacker who is known for being the signal-caller on defense. The Rams
should definitely take a flier on this guy, because of his ability to take over the middle of the
defense, his football IQ, and his youth just 26 years old. The LA Rams definitely have options
this offseason at the linebacker position and these five free agents are players who will not
break the bank. In fact, they have enough upside that can really be beneficial to the team. The
LA Rams need affordable quality players who can rise to new heights in the presence of Aaron
Donald. Here are five such players who can do exactly that, and who can help the defense get
even better than it was in View all NFL Sites. View all Our Sites. Tweet Share Pin Comment. The
first NBA team to reach 15 victories, the Clippers beat the Magic for the 14th straight time â€” a
streak that dates to Nov. Leonard and George were back in action for the first time in five days
and the two forwards proved themselves to be rested and ready from the opening tip. They each
had thunderous dunks in the early going â€” George over Nikola Vucevic, and Leonard on
Aaron Gordon â€” and the two of them combined for 48 points in the first three quarters.
Leonard and George both played 28 minutes and were rested early after the lead ballooned to as
much as 27 points in the fourth quarter. Leonard made 8 of 15 shots, had a buzzer-beating
3-pointer at the end of the first half and passed to Reggie Jackson for another buzzer-beater at
the end of the third quarter. George made 10 of 19 shots and 3 of 9 3-pointers. The Clippers
were a plus with George on the floor and a plus with Leonard. Serge Ibaka chipped in 13 points
and nine rebounds for a Clippers team that is this season when leading at halftime. Orlando
scored the first 11 points of the second half to get within three, but the Clippers outscored the
Magic the rest of the third period to take a edge into the final period. Once , Orlando lost for a
10th time in the past 12 games. Terrence Ross led the Magic with 24 points off the bench.
Orlando shot 36 percent from the floor. Clippers: The start was moved to 8 p. The NBA has
already had to postpone 22 games thus far â€” 21 of them coming since Jan. Magic: Vucevic
has potentially put himself in position to be an All-Star again by greatly improving his 3-point
shooting. After making just seven 3s in his first five NBA seasons, Vucevic has steadily made
more 3-pointers each of the past five years. He came into Friday having hit 52 of 3s â€” easily
the most among NBA centers. All Videos. Best Of. But after protest from teammates, he was
officially dismissed. Irvine's Top 3 Convenience Stores Looking to explore the top convenience
stores in town? Hoodline crunched the numbers to find the top restaurants serving such fare
around Irvine, using both Yelp data and our own secret sauce to produce a ranked list of the
best spots to venture next time you're on the hunt. Anaheim's Top 4 Traditional American Spots
Hoodline crunched the numbers to find the top spots serving such fare around Anaheim, using
both Yelp data and our own secret sauce to produce a ranked list of where to venture to satisfy

your appetite. Toronto in Tampa on Sunday night. Original Poster. Search My Stuff What's New
3 12 24 Odd things your neighbours do? Prev of 2 Spare tyre Original Poster 5, posts 92
months. Sure there are some good stories on here. He's passed away now, but a few years back
we had a neighbour who'd use his astra once a week to go shopping then use the bus for
anything else Every morning around 7 he'd get the astra out of the garage, reverse up the large
drive and park it on the road out side his house. Then around night fall he'd go out and put it
away. If you had friends arrive after dark, if he spotted it, he'd often get the car back out and
park as close as he could to their bumper, if they were parked outside his house Was a lovely
guy, just seemed to like his spot. I was always hoping someone would abandon a car in his spot
to see how he'd react. HorneyMX5 4, posts months. Really noisey sex in the middle of the day
with all the windows open. BHC 17, posts months. At uni I had some druggie neighbours who
used to love kicking our door in. They never came in, they just used to kick it in and go home.
Dr Murdoch 2, posts 97 months. Lemmonie 6, posts months. Start burning garden waste on a
Saturday afternoon despite being at home all week to do it and living next door to a busy pub
with a nice pub garden full of people eating and also next door to my house with windows,
doors open and washing on the line. To make matters worse I live next door to my parents. A
now deceased neighbour who would sprinkle his car with a watering can. At night. Steve vRS 4,
posts months. An old bloke across the road from me doesn't like my next door neighbour. He
whistles to annoy my neighbours dog and make it bark and then complains about the dog
barking! It only bloody barks when he whistles. Hammer; sausages etc. DrDoofenshmirtz 12,
posts months. Last night he wanted to lend me a breaker bar to tidy up the edge of the lawn I
was using a lawn edging tool at the time. Bill 44, posts months. My 86 year old neighbour gets
his crappy Chinese bike out to go get the paper in the morning. Both he and his wife have cars,
and there's next to no traffic, but he still puts on a sturdy jacket and gardening gloves and gets
the bike out of his garage. Don't get me wrong, I'm all for not giving up and if it was worth riding
I'd applaud him, it just seems daft. Mr Gearchange 5, posts months. Empty the entire contents
of his house into his back garden. Chop down every tree and plant and chuck that onto the pile
too. Start knocking down the boundary walls. His wife left him and he went a bit doolally.
Unfortunately we are trying to sell our house - difficult when it appears we have Mr Trebus living
next door. Oldandslow 2, posts months. I love my really odd neighbours. Means that I'm the
normal flibble in the street. I live on a narrowish, private road with about 8 houses on it. I
watched one of them get a string line the other day, pin it the house fascia board, walk down the
garden with it, to establish the exact centre point of the hedging line. Torquey 1, posts months.
It sounds like we all have similar neighbours. I have the same problem as the OP. Angry
neighbour with an Astra likes to defend his territory by parking his car on the road outside his
house, generally when others require parking on the road nearby, leaving his garage and double
driveway clear! He also likes to whistle on his way home from the pub each night but his
speciality is creating as much noise as humanly possible when putting wheelie bins out, again
after returning from the pub around Poor bloke obviously has some anger issue, with my next
door neighbour I think but he's not in the best of health so the spells he has in hospital make
our life easier. Jaw dropping effects combined with powerful amp modeling, the G6 gives you
more sonic possibilities than ever before. All the best amps in amp history are in here and a few
new ones, too , along with 70 pre-loaded, precisely recorded impulse responses IR and room to
add more than of your own. Jacob Scibbie Guitarist Abstract Feedback. The G6 has room for
patches, including presets so you can build patches for each song in your repertoire and easily
cycle through your setlist. Create patches of up to seven effects. The four Play Modes on the G6
will change the touchscreen and footswitch layout to give you quick access to the controls you
need. Ideal for organizing your patches for performances, the Memory Mode allows the foot
switches to activate one of the 4 patches in each bank. This mode lets you scroll up and down
through your Banks and Patches by clicking the corresponding foot switch. This mode provides
a visual representation of your pedal chain. By clicking the assigned foot switch, you can turn
on or off an effect in your patch. Portable, versatile, and packed with tonal possibilities, the G6
is perfect for guitar players on the move. Ricardo Ramos Guitarist H. The G6 has a mono input,
stereo outputs with volume control, a mono fx loop, aux in, control in and headphone out.
Guitar Lab is available for both PC and Mac. Using the optional BTA-1 adaptor wirelessly
connect your phone as a secondary interface for your G6. Combines the brightness of an 80's
British amp, with the solid low range of a modern high gain amp. Merges the simple tone of
early guitar amps with the rich overtones of a 60's tube amp, perfect for rhythm guitar. Provides
a smooth character that balances the dynamic response between the wound and plain strings,
enabling you to play both lead and rhythm without switching amp channels. Combines a very
tight low end with expanded dynamic response, perfect for 7 and 8 string guitars. With extreme
drop-tuning, this amp is designed for slap-playing or the heavy-metal sound of Djent. Razor

Drive uses comb filtering to control the sound saturation by boosting the filter and therefore
distortion, at each frequency point of resonance. Geminos is a real-time doubling effect that
adds thickness and width by triple overdubbing the original dry signal. SwellVibe, unlike any
standard vibrato that starts modulating the signal from the start, applies pitch modulation with a
time lag affecting only the sustain of your sound. Multi-Effects Processor for Guitarists.
Facebook YouTube Twitter Instagram. Change language. The Zoom G6. Close Menu. Products
Handy Recorders. Field Recorders. Podcast Recorders. Video Recorders. Mobile Audio
Recorders. Audio Interfaces. The Future of Pedals Jaw dropping effects combined with powerful
amp modeling, the G6 gives you more sonic possibilities than ever before. Plan Ahead The G6
has room for patches, including presets so you can build patches for each song in your
repertoire and easily cycle through your setlist. Play Modes The four Play Modes on the G6 will
change the touchscreen and footswitch layout to give you quick access to the controls you
need. Looper Use the Looper to add layers to your sound. Memory Ideal for organizing your
patches for performances, the Memory Mode allows the foot switches to activate one of the 4
patches in each bank. Effect Board This mode provides a visual representation of your pedal
chain. Take it With You Portable, versatile, and packed with tonal possibilities, the G6 is perfect
for guitar players on the move. Connectivity The G6 has a mono input, stereo outputs with
volume control, a mono fx loop, aux in, control in and headphone out. Krampus Combines the
brightness of an 80's British amp, with the solid low range of a modern high gain amp. Redloom
Merges the simple tone of early guitar amps with the rich overtones of a 60's tube amp, perfect
for rhythm guitar. Velvet Provides a smooth character that balances the dynamic response
between the wound and plain strings, enabling you to play both lead and rhythm without
switching amp channels. Muddy Delivers a vintage amp sound perfect for gritty Blues. Pollex
With extreme drop-tuning, this amp is designed for slap-playing or the heavy-metal sound of
Djent. Ricardo Ramos Brooklyn, NY. New Distortion Effects. Razor Drive Razor Drive uses comb
filtering to control the sound saturation by boosting the filter and therefore distortion, at each
frequency point of resonance. Razor Drive Samples. Wave Shaper Samples. Geminos Geminos
is a real-time doubling effect that adds thickness and width by triple overdubbing the original
dry signal. PolyShift Samples Geminos Samples. SwellVibe SwellVibe, unlike any standard
vibrato that starts modulating the signal from the start, applies pitch modulation with a time lag
affecting only the sustain of your sound. Related Products. FP02M Expression Pedal. G11
Multi-Effects Processor for Guitarists. Developing from Vice magazine, originally based in
Montreal and co-founded by Suroosh Alvi , [10] Shane Smith , and Gavin McInnes , [11] Vice
expanded primarily into youth and young adultâ€”focused digital media. This included online
content verticals and related web series , the news division Vice News , a film production
studio, and a record label among other properties. In , Vice Media was called "[arguably] a
poster child for new-media successâ€”especially when it comes to attracting a valuable
millennial audience. Vice Media previously broadcast their news programs on HBO. HBO
broadcast the Emmy -winning [13] weekly documentary series Vice , which premiered on the
network in April Vice features segments on global issues hosted by Shane Smith, co-founder
Suroosh Alvi, and a rotating cast of correspondents. In August , it was reported that the
company was laying off staff as part of a shift towards news that would involve merging
Viceland and Vice News. They changed the name to Vice in , and as the magazine became more
successful, the company began to find it difficult to scale their operations while based in
Canada. In , the co-founders bought Vice back and moved to new offices in Williamsburg,
Brooklyn. The magazine then expanded further into five continents. In , on the advice of creative
director Spike Jonze , Vice began expanding into digital video, launching new video service
VBS. Vice Media would later launch sites around electronic music culture Thump , global news
Vice News , food Munchies and sports Vice Sports. Additionally, Vice Media launched Virtue
Worldwide, a creative services agency, to expand their capabilities for work around their
platforms. In January co-founder Gavin McInnes left Vice Media due to "creative differences"
with the company, [11] and founded the website streetcarnage. He later co-founded Rooster , an
advertising agency and became a far-right activist, founding the Proud Boys. According to
Columbia Journalism Review , Vice has altered shots during the editing process in pursuit of
more entertaining or impressive scenes. In a documentary on Libya, a voiceover from the
reporter claim that he had gone to the frontlines amidst an offensive, while a source claims he
did not make the trip, with only a cameraman going there. With the end of VBS. Following the
announcement, Smith explained, "We have set ourselves up to build a global platform but we
have maintained control. In , Vice Media launched its news channel, Vice News , which almost
immediately gained global attention for its coverage of protests and conflict in Ukraine and
Venezuela. Vice Media has routinely advocated for their "immersionist" brand of journalism in
the pursuit of more authentic and interesting stories. In a Time column, Carr said that Vice had

since grown into a strong news entity. In August , Carr published a New York Times column
further reversing his earlier criticism of Vice, saying, "Being the crusty old-media scold felt
good at the time, but recent events suggest that Vice is deadly serious about doing real news
that people, yes, even young people, will actually watch. On 2 July , Vice Media announced that
it would be relocating into a warehouse space in Williamsburg formerly occupied by music
venues Kent, Death by Audio , and Glasslands. On 26 March , HBO announced it would renew
its contract to broadcast the weekly Vice documentary series for four years, while expanding
the annual broadcast schedule from 14 to nearly 30 episodes. The show, entitled Vice News
Tonight , premiered 10 October and was planned to run 48 weeks each year, featuring pre-edited
video and graphics segments covering global news, technology, the environment, economics
and pop culture, while eschewing the use of live TV anchors. On 14 March , Vice announced an
expanded original programming deal with Snap Inc. The new deal builds on VICE's previous
deal to serve as a global launch partner on the Snapchat Discover platform. The first program
planned under the new deal is Hungry Hearts with Action Bronson , starring the titular rapper.
On 23 December , The New York Times reported that there have been four settlements involving
allegations of sexual harassment or defamation against Vice employees. In addition, over
twenty other women stated that they had experienced or witnessed sexual misconduct,
including unwanted kisses, groping, lewd remarks and propositions for sex, at the company. In
a statement provided to The New York Times , Vice co-founders Shane Smith and Suroosh Alvi
said, "from the top down, we have failed as a company to create a safe and inclusive workplace
where everyone, especially women, can feel respected and thrive. Germano founded Carrot
Creative, which was acquired by Vice in ; he has been accused of pulling a former colleague
onto his lap at a company party, as well as telling his former strategist Amanda Rue he
originally didn't want to hire her "because he wanted to have sex with her. In one occasion,
producers requested her to go undercover as a prostitute, which she refused. She also remarks
being oriented to swear more while on camera. Disney acquired Fox's stake in Vice when its
acquisition of 21st Century Fox completed in March The food hall was expected to open in April
She will be in charge of worldwide branding, communications and promotions. VICE Media
operates a range of digital and offline entities, a live music venue and other enterprises. These
include:. Vice is a print magazine and website focused on arts, culture, and news topics.
Founded in in Montreal , Quebec , Canada , the magazine was the first product of the media
company now known as Vice Media. As of April , the magazine's editor-in-chief is Ellis Jones.
Vice News creates content daily, distributing written articles and video on its website and
YouTube channel. In , HBO aired the first episode season of a half-hour newsmagazine known
as Vice , with Bill Maher as executive producer. The initial season saw international coverage
for the season one finale that had Vice play an exhibition basketball game in North Korea with
Dennis Rodman and the Harlem Globetrotters. The show was renewed for a second season,
which aired in and won an Emmy award for Outstanding Informational Series or Special. The
program is currently in its fifth season which was expanded to a total of 30 episodes. The
program is slated to run 48 weeks each year, featuring pre-edited video and graphics segments
covering global news, technology, the environment, economics, and pop culture, while
eschewing the use of live TV anchors. Following the violent protests by white supremacists,
white nationalists and other groups in Charlottesville, Virginia, at a Unite the Right Rally, Vice
News Tonight broke from its normal newsmagazine format to devote an entire episode to a
documentary film on the events. The episode aired the same weekend as the rally, 14 August
Within two weeks, it had more than 44 million views between HBO and online platforms. Vice on
TV is a cable television network operated by Vice primarily featuring documentary-style
programs targeted toward millennials. The channel is available through cable providers as well
as OTT services. Viceland was formerly available as a dedicated channel in Canada, through a
partnership with Rogers Communications ; [] however, this channel was shut down in March
due to low viewership. In August , it was reported that Vice media is moving Viceland toward
news and away from entertainment and other lifestyle programming, and has plans to merge
Viceland with Vice News. Vice Records or Vice Music, launched in , is Vice's in-house record
label. It has released albums and singles by the following artists through various major label
distributors: [] [] []. Since , Vice Media has released documentaries through the Vice Films label.
Its first theatrical release was "White Lightnin'" in Documentaries and features from Vice Films
have been recognized by major US and international film festivals. Vice Films also released 's
feature length rockumentary " Heavy Metal in Baghdad ," which followed the thrash metal band
Acrassicauda in Iraq. The New York Times praised the production and reporting, calling it a
"stirring testament to the plight of cultural expression in Baghdad and a striking report on the
refugee scene in Syria. Netflix acquired the rights. The MTV series The Vice Guide to
Everything, which premiered in December , was a weekly news magazine featuring short video

segments on various global issues, hosted by Shane Smith and roster of correspondents. The
segments sought to cater to a younger audience with a more condensed, entertaining approach
to the news. Vice Media has steadily acquired media properties and firms and closed deals in
order to expand its global operations. Rogers CEO Guy Laurence described the proposed
studio as "a powerhouse for Canadian digital content focused on to year-olds" that will be
"exciting" and "provocative. In November , Vice Media announced that Alyssa Mastromonaco ,
who formerly worked in the Obama administration , would come on board as the company's
chief operating officer in January , [] and that James Schwab, who had previously advised Vice
and DreamWorks on media deals, would be joining as Co-President. In June , at the Cannes
Lions Awards , the company announced its planned expansion into over 50 countries, including
partnerships with The Times of India Group and Moby that will see Vice enter the India and
Middle East markets with digital, mobile, and linear operations. In late , Vice announced a news
and content expansion into the Indonesian market, with the goal of reaching the country's
roughly million young adults aged between 18 and 34 years. As of 7 November , Vice had struck
digital and cable programming deals with Google and Indonesian television network Jawa Pos
TV to broadcast its original lifestyle, culture, and news content. On 1 March at Mobile World
Congress , Vice announced new content deals with mobile operators in multiple regions,
including an extensive Asia Pacific expansion and renewed partnership with Verizon's Go90
branch. The new deals will bring Vice's content into more than 80 global territories by the end of
On 22 March , Vice Media finalized a deal with French digital media studio Blackpills for the
creation of a line-up of original short-form programming, set to premiere on Vice's digital video
hub, video. Blackpills would enlist international filmmakers including Luc Besson , Bryan
Singer , and Zoe Cassavetes in the creative effort. Vice London subsidiary Pulse Films
contributed original content to air on video. The company will launch Vice India across all
platforms later this year as well as their agency business, Virtue. We didn't just want to come in,
set up a studio and go. We wanted to have a plan, make sure we did it correctly. In November ,
Vice announced the launch of a new Asia Pacific office with a dedicated CEO to oversee
programming and business operations in India, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and elsewhere in
the region. After Vice bought the Old Blue Last in , [] it underwent a series of improvements,
with most taking place in Developed and brewed in cooperation with Laine Brew Co the sole
variety under the brand is "New Standard Lager" which has a 4. Beer and merchandise
distribution is currently limited to the UK, both at physical stores and the online shop. Vice
integrated with the British fashion magazine i-D [] in December , [] with Vice president Andrew
Creighton calling it "one of the only fashion publications in the world we actually respect. The
announcement came alongside a debut VR experience at the Sundance Festival, a
"virtual-reality journalism broadcast" made in partnership with Spike Jonze and Vice News. In
March , Vice acquired controlling stake in UK television and film production company Pulse
Films, to bolster its original programming efforts. Vice acquired UK magazine Garage in July to
expand its foothold in the youth market and announced plans to launch a digital channel
focused on art, fashion and literature. In May Vice announced the acquisition of experiential
events company Villain at its NewFronts presentation, but didn't reveal what they paid for it. On
26 January , Vice announced the consolidation of its in-house agency Virtue with Carrot
Creative, a digital and mobile agency Vice acquired in , Pulse Films, a production company Vice
acquired in into the new "Virtue Worldwide. Relying on these in-house and acquired agencies,
apart from its editorial operations, Vice works with advertisers to create global ad campaigns
tailored to the company's younger audience. It's kind of the way news used to be in the fifties:
'Brought to you by Gillette' or whatever it was. We love that model. This was seen as unethical
by anti-tobacco groups due to the young audience which Vice News usually attracts. Vice
management quickly recognized the union. The successful union drive followed in the footsteps
of Salon , Gawker , and The Guardian. Then, in September , employees and freelancers who
"work on video content for Vice. On 2 May , Vice Media ratified a three-year collective
bargaining agreement with employees of the company's Canadian division who had joined the
Canadian Media Guild union in In February , staff members at Vice UK called for unionization
with an officially recognised trade union by the National Union of Journalists. Staff members
said this was following the steps of Vice US which unionized with the Writers Guild of America,
East [] , in order to allow the staff to "share in the success of the company", to strengthen job
security by Vice providing better contracts, to address "pay issues This proposition was
rejected by Vice UK; the company refused to recognise the National Union of Journalists but
instead said that they were free to set up an internal staff council. Vice chief executive, Matt
Elek, claimed the NUJ had displayed "a concerning lack of transparency from them about who
they are purporting to represent here [and had] not been able to provide us with any numbers to
demonstrate the degree of support they have in this office", adding that: "The NUJ are used to

working with old print media businesses and structures â€” they are not used to innovative,
digital workplaces like this where the culture has always been to encourage flexibility and allow
people work across different departments. The accusation that the NUJ has not been
transparent in its discussions with Vice management is simply untrue. It's a shame that the
company has proven so resistant to listening to its own staff and facilitating what they want â€”
a collective voice at work. That the NUJ and its 30, members â€” including those at Vice â€” are
not used to the reality of a digital workforce is laughable and shows it's the company who are
out of date with 21st century trade unions. Rejecting calls for union recognition from their own
journalists and then trying to fob them off with a Rupert Murdoch -style staff association is a
pretty old-fashioned union-busting ruse that misses the point. NUJ officials and reps at Vice will
continue with the push for recognition and if the company wants that to be gained through the
law forcing their hand rather than through sensible engagement with their staff, so be it. In July
, Vice Media announced it would be moving its headquarters to a new building in Williamsburg,
Brooklyn , where their New York office had been since According to an article in The Wall Street
Journal , the move would allow them to double their current office size and hire about new
employees. Following this announcement, the two music venues occupying the building,
Glasslands Gallery and Death By Audio , soon announced the news they would be closing.
Following the announcement from Glasslands management in October that the arts venue
would close at the end of , thereby making it the third Williamsburg music space to close
through Vice Media's expansionâ€”alongside Kent and Death By Audioâ€” Big Shot Magazine
claimed that the Brooklyn music community had received a "proverbial kick in the groin. After a
series of articles covering the venues' eviction, BrooklynVegan reported on the deals that led to
Vice Media moving into the new office, including terms buying out tenants and covering past
overdue rent, that contradicted some press around the renovation of the building and Vice
Media's dealings with the current tenants. Regardless, as the article puts it, "The concept of
'Vice vs. DIY' in Williamsburg is officially a thing. After expanding into the Glasslands Gallery
and Death by Audio space in , Vice further expanded its Brooklyn footprint by leasing a 74,
square foot property at 55 Washington Street. The new property houses agency acquisitions
Carrot Creative along with other Vice corporate staff. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Media. Karnataka vs Punjab. Siddarth Kaul bagged four wickets as Punjab bulldozed Karnataka
at Alur with a nine-wicket win. Kaul's 4 for 26 - where he also bagged a hat-trick by dismissing
Rohan Kadam, Aniruddha Joshi and Abhimanyu Mithun - ensured the defending champions
were restricted to for 8 in 20 overs. To add to Karnataka's misery, Simran Singh then smashed
an unbeaten 89 off 52 to ease Punjab to the win in Rohan Kadam's top score of 32 was followed
by Devdutt Padikkal's 19 as all the Karnataka batsmen struggled to get going. Arshdeep Singh
also played an important role with the ball, ending with figures of to cap off a successful day at
office. Railways vs Uttar Pradesh. Bhuvneshwar Kumar's unbeaten 24 off 19 added some
respectability to Uttar Pradesh score of for 9 but it wasn't enough for them to go down against
Railways. Suresh Raina made 6 while Rinku Singh got just 14 as they failed to build on the 55
struck by opener Karan Singh. For Railways, Mrunal Devdhar made 57 while Shivam Chaudhary
was unbeaten on 56 as they chased down the total in Bhuvneshwar bagged one wicket while
Pratham Singh was run out. Jammu and Kashmir vs Tripura. Only two batsmen got to double
digits - Sankar Paul and Udiyan Bose in what turned out to be a very sorry affair for the side.
Suryansh Raina made 33 in Jammu and Kashmir's chase as they eased past the target in Brief
scores: Tripura 93 in Tamil Nadu vs Assam. Nishanth smacked five boundaries and one six
while Jagadeesan cracked eight boundaries and three sixes, as the duo chased down the target
of in a mere 15 overs. For Assam, Rajakuddin, batting at number 7, top-scored with Bengal vs
Jharkhand. Vivek Singh smashed a century in Bengal's run win over Jharkhand as Ishan
Kishan's men suffered their second loss. Vivek made off 64 as all other Bengal batsmen
struggled against the likes of Monu Kumar and Rahul Shukla. The next best score was from
Shreevats Goswami - Vivek's opening partner - who made 27 off Odisha vs Hyderabad. Tilak
Varma top-scored for Hyderabad with 44 while Chama Milind scalped two wickets to help their
aisw seal a six-run win over Odisha in Kolkata. Odisha ended up with for 4 while chasing runs.
Despite Govinda Poddar 50 off 33 scoring at a brisk rate, Odisha couldn't shift gears at the right
time. Meanwhile, Tanmay Agarwal 34 and Varma provided the platform for Hyderabad at the top
of the order while Rahul Buddhi's cameo 19 off 8 gave the side the required impetus down the
order. Himachal Pradesh vs Baroda. Kedar Devdhar also played his role with a crucial, unbeaten
hand of While chasing down a below par target of , Baroda lost wickets at regular intervals and
found themselves in all kinds of trouble at 70 for 6. However, Devdhar held his nerve and found
an able ally in Atit Sheth to steer the side home. Earlier, Himachal too struggled to stitch
substantial partnerships, with only Prashant Chopra making a useful contribution of Meriwala
and Pathan combined to give away just 22 runs in seven overs and made vital incisions. Gujarat
vs Uttarakhand. Uttarakhand could only muster 99 in pursuit of However, once Kaushal fell to
Axar Patel, Uttarakhand suffered a collapse and couldn't recover. Dikshanshu Negi was the only
other batsman who crossed the double-digit mark for Uttarakhand. Meanwhile, Piysush Chawla
snared three scalps for Gujarat. Gujarat reached a sizeable total on the back of Panchal setting
a platform. Gandhi and Ripal also played key roles by sharing an association of 80 to prop up
the innings after they had suffered a mini-collapse. Maharashtra vs Chhattisgarh. At one point
of time, Maharashtra were struggling at 30 for 2 as they looked to overhaul the target of At that
stage, the duo of Jadhav and Shaikh put together an alliance of to not just prop up the innings
but also chart a famous victory. Shaikh scored 10 fours and two sixes while Jadhav ended up
with five boundaries and five sixes. India vs England 3rd Test. New Zealand vs Australia 1st
T20I. New Zealand vs Australia 2nd T20I. Lahore Qalandars vs Quetta Gladiators 4th Match.
Peshawar Zalmi vs Multan Sultans 5th Match. Karachi Kings vs Islamabad United 6th Match.
Knights vs Cape Cobras 7th Match. Titans vs Lions 8th Match. Warriors vs Cape Cobras 9th
Match. Lions vs Knights 10th Match. Titans vs Warriors 11th Match. Dolphins vs Lions 12th
Match. Warriors vs Knights 13th Match. Meghalaya vs Sikkim Round 2, Plate. Nagaland vs
Mizoram Round 2, Plate. Uttarakhand vs Manipur Round 2, Plate. Assam vs Arunachal Pradesh
Round 2, Plate. Hyderabad vs Baroda Round 3, Elite group A. Assam vs Nagaland Round 3,
Plate. Manipur vs Sikkim Round 3, Plate. Meghalaya vs Mizoram Round 3, Plate. Uttarakhand vs
Arunachal Pradesh Round 3, Plate. Tasmania vs Queensland 2nd Match. Victoria vs New South
Wales 14th Match. Western Australia vs South Australia 13th Match. Canterbury vs Auckland
27th Match. Northern Knights vs Central Districts 26th Match. Wellington vs Otago 25th Match.
SMAT Share Tweet. Representative Image: Siddarth Kaul bagged a hat-trick and ended with 4

for SMAT Team of the tournament. One final push for Baroda, redemption time for Tamil Nadu.
Vijay Hazare Trophy, Women's one-day tourney to be held simultaneously. Clinical Baroda seal
final date with Tamil Nadu. Kohler-Cadmore, Imam-ul-Haq star as Zalmi pick up first points. De
Kock's conspicuous absence and the acceptability of it. These are experiences, not a mental
scar - Kohli on 36 all out. Lucknow set to host South Africa Women's India tour. Dhruv Shorey,
Nitish Rana star with tons in Delhi's first win. Out with the old, in with the new at mint Motera.
More News. We use cookies to improve your experience on our site and to show you
non-personalized ads. Find out more in our privacy policy and cookie policy OK. The visitors
got off to a solid start after Pakistan set them a target of and never looked back. Despite losing
two early wickets, Reeza Hendricks and Pite van Biljon put up a 77 run partnership for the third
wicket smashing Pakistani bowlers all around the park. David Miller and Captain Heinrich
Klaasen put up a decisive 40 run partnership to finish the match with more than 3 overs to
spare. Muhammad Rizwan top scored for Pakistan with 51 41 while Dwaine Pretorius dealt the
most damage with the ball, picking up 5 wickets in his 4-over quota. Babar Azam, Haider Ali,
Hussain Talat fell cheaply while Muhammad Rizwan continued his excellent form with a fifty,
hitting six boundaries and one six. Researchers urge delaying Pfizer vaccine's second dose as
first highly effective. Pakistan's television industry needs to up its game. Protest for Uighur
Muslims. In The News. Pakistan won the first T20I against South Africa by just three runs. None
of the Pakistani bowlers could impress, with only three bowlers snagging any wickets. Babar
Azam, Haider Ali, Hussain Talat fell cheaply while Muhammad Rizwan continued his excellent
form with a fifty, hitting six boundaries and one six Pakistan had gone into the match
unchanged while South Africa brought in Glenton Stuurman to make his T20I debut. Alamgir
Welfare Trust - A beacon of hope amidst coronavirus pandemic. EFU Life launches 'Humrahi'
season 2 with unique message of future planning. Recent articles. Crash between two bike
riders caught on Repor PM Imran meets Sri Lankan counterpart, discus Dunya Blog. With PSG
having a three-goal advantage over Barca, it will be difficult for the Spanish giants to overturn
the same in Paris. Mbappe equalized for the visitors surging past Clement Lenglet and finding
the net. He then struck the second from 10 yards to turn the game around in the 65th minute.
The legendary footballer has now scored 28 goals in 31 round of 16 games for Barcelon
audi q7 door handle removal
1992 gsxr
chevrolet cavalier 1997
a. Messi has raced to career UCL goals for Barca. This was also his fourth Champions League
goal this season. Mbappe became the seventh player to net a hat-trick in the Champions League
season. Mbappe is now the third-highest scorer for PSG in all competitions He surpassed
Pauleta's tally He has now scored 21 or more goals in a season for PSG for the fourth
successive season. Lionel Messi's opener was his 20th goal of the season for Barcelona in all
competitions. He now has goals for Barca in appearances. The French champions have scored
in each of their past 20 away matches in the Champions League, a run dating back to
September In Champions League history, only Real Madrid have had a longer run - 22 games
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